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SHOULD WE FEAR MINE WARFARE?

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Mines are weapons. Every one that has ever met any on a land battlefield

or at sea, knows that they are terribly effective. Sometimes they cause

casualties, often they destroy equipment, most of the time, they cause an

important waste of time, always they have a powerful psychological impact.

They are an insidious threat.

The threat should be more deeply considered, for mines are in the

inventories of all national forces, ready for any type of conflict, wherever

it occurs; all the more that something new happened a few years ago in the

realm of mines. Electronics was introduced in the devices, and thanks to it,

mines which have always been awfully lethal, have become devilishly more

efficient, and also much more cost-effective (both in money and time), when

they are in balance with the countermeasures which can be opposed to them.

All great countries conduct research and experiments with mines and mine-

delivery systems. They conceive, experiment and field devices that are every

day more efficient. The same countries also search and experiment

countermeasures, but none has, up to now, found the safe sure quick and cheap

method. The balance more and more falls by the side of mining systems.

This represents an important threat for each party, but most of all for

the nations of the free world.

Land mines are not likely to be used, mainly in Europe, except if a major

conflict takes place; sea mines on the contrary, can be laid very quickly, may

be laid covertly, on sea lines of communications or in the approaches of ports

and military harbors by "unfriendly" nations or organizations, even if no



conflict is officially declared. And the nations of the free world have not

the means to cope with that threat.

It is urgent to do something in the domain of mine countermeasure systems,

mainly at sea.

A simple, inexpensive form of warfare that terrifies
anyone who might cross the wrong path.

By Harry Manning
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CHAPTER II

MINE DELIVERY SYSTEMS VERSUS COUNTERMEASURES

NATURE OF MINES. RECENT IMPROVEMENTS

A mine is an explosive device ignited by its victim. It is always

composed of a destructive charge and of a system that enables it to explode

when an (unvoluntary) action of the target (man or machine) modifies its

structure or its environment.

shake the ground

push make a pressure wave

pull-z heal

P 0 e 1 ."a make noise

displace modify magnetic flow

release tilt

Mines are efficient and thus widely used during wars. Let us not go back

too far in history, when mines were only used to complement other weapons and

tactics, but let us remember that they were extensively used for the first

time at theater level during the Second World War. Thousands were laid by the
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Soviets during the battle of Kursk, and greatly contributed to the failure of

the Wehrmacht, thousands were placed by the Germans under Rommel as by the

Allies under the command of Montgomery, in Northern Africa. In many cases

they allowed belligerents to hold positions or delay enemy action much more

than they both expected. Tens of thousands were hidden by the Germans all

along the Atlantic Wall and on the Siegfried line. Each time they set big

problems to combat troops and engineers.

At that time, explosives were only one-third as powerful as they are now,

and the systems used for detonating them necessitated a mechanical action of

the target: push, pull, touch, lift, drag. Mines were local action devices

only, but they were efficient enough for the type of operations of that time.

The mine delivery systems were also very simple. Most of the time, they only

demanded most of all the intervention of many men, mainly on land where they

were laid manually. No machine was used. But at that time, manpower was not

so scarce as in modern armies, and operations were conducted at a speed much

different from that now expected; time was available.1 At sea, many

operations were led to scatter mines along lines of communication and harbor

entrances (as, for instance during the campaign of NORWAY).

Countermeasures were also very simple. The bayonet was about the only

tool used by the land soldiers; visual tracking, and sweeping of the bottom of

the sea were the only methods affordable for the sailors when they searched

for mines. It was slow, unsafe and often inefficient.
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A Manual clearing using detector and proddor: sure but slow.

During the war many improvements were made. Antipersonnel mines comprised

area action mines; antitank mines became undetectable; anti-release systems

were added. At sea, magnetic and acoustic sensors were built and implemented.

And the losses and casualties gre
w - dramatically. (For instance, armor

casualties due to mines reached 25 percent of the total during the war on the

European theater.)

Allied Tank Losses to Mines

as a Percentage of Losses to
all Enemy Action

THEATER PERCENT

North Africa 1942.1943 18%
Western Europe 1944-1954 23%
Italy 1943-1945 28%
Pacific 1944.1945 34%
Korea 1950-1951 56% During World War ii, land mines
vietnam 1967-1969 69% emplaced by the German Afrika Korps wereVhighly effective, restricting British

Armor Casualties in maneuverability and forcing units into kill

World War 1I by Cause zones. British attacks were repeatedly halted.
Although outnumbered by the British Eighth

THEATER PERCENT Army throughout the campaign, the

Artillery and antitank weapons 58.8% Germans were able to use mines as a combat

Mines 23.7% multiplier to reduce the force ratio. Their
Bazookas 17.0% mines were directly responsible for i8
Miscellaneous ..... % percent of Allied tank losses in North

100.0% Africa.
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But it was -ot enough, and the main improvements, were done during the fifties

only. Land mines could be made completely undetectable thanks to the

plastics; their effects on tanks were tremendously increased through

utilization of shaped charges (hollow and flat charges which can completely

destroy a tank, not only stop it) their effects on men (physical and

psychological) grew in the same way (directed effect antipersonnel mines more

efficient than the former "jumping mines").

SMI 22/7C of0oute m Wnw moo can p wm 80 rnm o m at 5.~9 rgW o

Then came the electronic era. It was a new era for mines. Electronics

which allows us to listen to the world, to transmit information at the speed

of light, to calculate without error and to robotize industrial tools, also

allows us to build mine sensors able to react within a distance or to a

specific target. Sensors are sensitive to heat, or to sound, or to magnetic

disturbance, to a pressure wave or to any other type of "signature," they can

be remotely activated or deactivated. There seems to be no limit to the

ingenuity of military engineers; so that mines now seem "intelligent."
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Horizontal Action Anti-tank Mine Horizontal Action Anti-tank Mine F1
WeS F1 with intra-red radiation sensor

IRMAN Mle F1
DESCRIPTION
The Horizontal Action Anti-tank Mine (Mine Antichair D ESCIPTION
Action Horizontals: MIACAH FI) consists of a cylindri- Now ini Dfoauction lortine French Army this is a stan-

Cal drum pivot mhounted an a circular fralme, The druml. card action ante-tanx mine tale F % )UiACAVH F ) 11i1111

which has a Carrying handle. contalins 8 Shaped charg with *fl itra-rad a&d acoustic Wew tpe IRtMAH tle
which can penetrate 50 minh of armour at a range of WO
metres with an angle of impact of 0 degree or at a
range of 40 metres wit a 30-degrees angle Of impact
and can penetrate 70 mm of armour at a range of 40
metres. with an angle of impac Of 0 degrees. F1 to imporove the mines performalnce in difficult terrain

The mine is normally anchored to the ground, such as ma'Sh. rocky ground and snow

camoufae and pointed across the tanks extpected The sensor is attachied to In. main oody ofthlie mine

route. A wine is stretched out in line with the Mine aW anc utiltes the infra-roo anid acoustic emissions 11017

when a tracked vehicle Crosses this we. the Mie the farge venji tO trigger tne mine 1t is catile ot

operates and the shaped charge penetrates; the side
armour of the tank.

One training model of thermine is available, hIs calle
the MlACA).ldEjercice Mle F1 (MIACAH X Fl)stW has detectig targets upt 0 metresW sway when traveli

the shaped charge rpiabt by an Ableetex MIi 306W9 at speteds of between 5 arnd 60 kmn per hour, A built-in

marking Cartridge, which ha an efci range Of 50 programmer enables Me mine to engage either 1he fSi st
metres. This i oinma imilar manneto the reel second or third target detected. it also has ouilt-in

mine and when Ine s-acked vehicle crese Wwr thW immunity to counterm isures

MIACAN F I anti-tank mine showing fth electronic fuse and controll unit
to the left rear

And electronic devices become every day less expensive, mhus, sensors can

become as cheap as calculators, quartz clocks and radio sets (the prices of

which have been divided by more than 50 in less than ten years).

Along with the progress made on mines, delivery systems were built and

improved. The number of man-hours necessary to lay a minefield has been

divided by 100, thanks to the adoption of machines able to bury mines

automatically ac a chosen pace, or to scatter them on the terrain. They also

count thcm and set the sensors on.2

Even better, mines can also be delivered only when necessary, by artillery

shells, by land mine dispensers, by helicopters or aircraft.3 This

facilitates the problem of logistics which seriously impacted on the use of
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M.57-vs-GEMSS
(A 2,500 METER ANTITANK MINEFIELD)

101 TONI
TONNAOG

Im 4.8 TONS

46 TON
HAUL DUMPS

2 ISTON
OUMPS

~ 500 MAN44OURS

MAN-HOURS
30 MAN-HOURS

mines at theater level, since tons of ammunition, hundreds of men and long

delays were required for laying minefields, which often proved useless. It

made it necessary to seed this type of obstacle long before the arrival of he

enemy, and sometimes, all these efforts were in vain, because of the effective

route of that enemy.

Now, the efficiency of mines allows reducing by at least ten times the

number of assets necessary to obtain a given effect. In addition to this, the

efficiency of delivery systems allows mines not to be laid far in advance,

thereby conserving this valuable ammunition. The planners of modern

battlefields can rely on mines. They give them the possibility to secure or

forbid vast zones of terrain, obliging the enemy either to modify his axes of

effort or to slow down dramatically the rhythm of his progression, without
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even showing their intentions. This would be the case in Europe (as it has

been in Africa during the attacks launched by Libya against Chad) or anywhere

else.4

Because countermeasures do not improve at the same pace. Searching and

eliminating mines on the battlefield remain very hazardous and time consuming

operations. Despite modern systems (aerial photos, electronic devices,

gravity detectors, specially trained dogs, plow and roller tanks, rockets,

fuel air explosives) no convenient and easy way has been found to realize

quickly a breakthrough in a mined area. It remains difficult, dangerous and

slow to search for land mines, and noisy, time consuming and ponderous to

destroy or clear them. (A team of engineers can completely clear a path in a

minefield but needs three to four hours for every hundred yards. The job can

be done more quickly by special devices mounted on tanks, engineer equipment

or trucks, but it is not so safe since only 90 to 95 percent of the mines are

destroyed or neutralized, and it necessitates rare specialized equipment

and/or great amounts of special ammunition.)5

Improvements do not appear as spectacular in sea warfare, but actually

they have been, for the capabilities of sea mines have been enhanced in the

same manner, thanks always to electronics. The sensors now mounted on modern

9



3M.441 condition during storage by a locking bar. and is
THOMSON SINTRA SEA MINES armed prior to insertion into the torpedo tube by the
Thomson Sintra is responsible for the production of a withdrawal of two safety pins
variety of sea mines. both war types and for training CHARACTERISTICS
purposes The current operational models are as Length: 2368 mm
follows Olameter. 530 mm
TSM 3510 (MCC 23) Weight 850 kg (loaded)
This is an operational seabed mine designed to be TSM 3U3 (MICT 15)
deployed from submarines, and its shape and This mine is a seabed defensive mine for deployment
dimensions are appropriate to its discharge from from surface ships It is launched from rails and
suomarine torpedo tubes (see illustration) Full settles on the bottom after i parachute-retarded TSM 351 0(40CC 231 submarine-jauncnea sea mine
details of the type of operation employed have not descent The TSM 3530 is armed by clockwork
been revealed, but the TSM 3510 probably is of the activated time delay. the elapsed time between
multiple sensor variety relying upon magnetic. sowingand armingbeing preset. STATUS
pressure. and acoustic sensors for detection of the CHARACTERISTICS In service with the French and other navies
target vessel The sensitivity can be adjusted to suit Lengt: 1100 mm CONTRACTOR
the depth of the mine and the type of ship($) intended OiameW. 1200 mm Thomson Sintra Activities Sous-Marins. Route de
as targets The mine is maintained in a passive Weigt 1500 kg (loaded) Sainte Anne de Portzic. 29601 Brest CeOex. France

4012.441 advanced microprocessor control ensures that deton-
SEA URCHIN MINE ation occurs at the closest approach point of the target
Sea Urchin is a family of intelligent mines. which can within the damage radius of the mine
be programmed to detonate on a range of influence Flexibility of warhead charge weight (sizes from
characteristics. Including the acoustic signature of a 350 to 1200 kg can easily be assembled) enables Sea
ship. a ships magnetic influence, or a change in Urchin to be configured to suit a range of operational
water pressure from a ship's displacement. Its requirements in terms of laying depths, target size,

and degree of damage to be inftlicted Mine setting
~and self-testing procedures are simple and secure.

US ifteG being achieved by means of a small plug-in setting
box weighing less an 5kg

In its ground mine version. Sea Urchin can be
deployed in wafer depths from 5 to 200 metres.

mines allow them to pass a preselected number of targets before bursting, or

to choose their preassigned target among many others. In addition to that,

the time during which they remain active has been greatly expanded (modern
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electronic devices need very little energy). Sea mines equipped with those

sensors can be laid by many types of surface ships (military or not),

submarines, aircraft, helicopters or by frogmen. They can stay in mid-deep

water or on the bottom of the sea, or be buried, waiting for their objective.

Some of them can stay like that quite indefinitely, until they are remotely

activated. The maximum depth was usually about 50 fathoms, it is now more

than 100. This is enough since it is that of the continental plateau, but it

can easily be increased if necessary; and unfortunately for the defenders, it

is the limit oe present surface mine hunting systems and beyond that of

divers; and it represents a spread of surface very difficult to scan and sweep

in a short time (mine sweepers and mine hunters work slowly; a few knots when

they scan, less when they have to eliminate what they have found and

identified (using a "PAP" or divers). This is all the more dangerous that the

means available are scarce.

PAP Minehunter
The French Circe class of the

PAP 104 Minehunt Syst early 1970s broke new ground in
being fitted with two "seifpro-

M Munter pelled fish" (PAP). which were
subsequently adopted by a number
of other NATO countries for use on
their own minehunters. The PAP is
an unmanned, retrievable vehicle
equipped with a TV camera. Once
the minlid |s been floh,,hid ,11,1

TV 5Iassified b the lpi, on aihr Ow,
hAII PAP is iowered it, Olt "iwt id

M PAPI04 deposits d i.harge \l I i , I i ,wi
detonated. with tht'-hip hI , , ,i,
safe distance,

An alt erialis, \ .lfl) it n,

The French PAP-104 system. Following detection by sonar the destruct ion is the (,,i.lll I o,,ki

submersible is guided to the mine using remote control from te system1. inwihitii) ~l
mine-hunter. A demolition charge is then placed beside the mine unmanned iessels trintd %%zh i
and detonated. A TV camera is in the nose of the submersible. variety ot , eep ',ir ,, (initr, ltd

by a mother-%hip.

Western navies build many submarines, aircraft carriers and surface

combatants, but the proportion of mine sweepers and mine hunters in their

fleet is very low. Despite the fact that mine sweepers and mine hunters are

up to now the only effective means of dealing with mines, the United States
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has no hunters and only a score of sweepers, 18 of them in reserve. None had

been launched between 1958 and 1988.6 The total number of mine hunters in

line in European countries is less than 100 (for 68,000 km of coastlines and

more than 50 main harbors).7

Of course it is more expensive to build ships and sophisticated devices

than mines,8 as it is more difficult and expensive to build countermeasure

equipment than land mines; but let us remember that the Soviets build both

systems, and that the Warsaw Pact has more than 450 minehunters/sweepers (for

less than 45,000 km of coastlines, including the Pacific, and less than 20

important harbors, none of them absolutely vital. And they have all types of

mines, including nuclear ones. 9 We know that, "The Soviet Union has a vast

inventory of air-surface and submarine launched mines, using mechanical

(contact), accoustic, magnetic, and possibly, pressure fusing."
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ENDNOTES

1. See Annex 1: Former mine delivery systems.

2. See Annex 2: Modern mine delivery systems.

3. Ibid.

4. See Annex 3: FASCAM employment.

5. See Annex 4: Mine clearing systems.

6. See Annex 4: Balance of mine warfare assets.

7. See Annex 5: Harbors in the world.

8. See Annex 6: American mine warfare program.

9. See Annex 7/1-7/2: Soviet mines.
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CHAPTER III

WHAT ABOUT THE USE OF MINES AT THEATER LEVEL?

This being said, let us also remember that the competition is not that of

one mine against one countermeasure system, or between one delivery system

against one clearing device, but between the use of all, at theater level.

Would there be an advantage for an aggressor to employ mines at this level?

Unfortunately yes, both at tactical, operational and political levels, on land

and most of all at sea.

On Land.

Let us be honest: the open use of mines as a means of deterrence is not

threatening for peace. Both NATO and Warsaw Pact would, for instance, lay

mines all along their borders; it would reinforce deterrence. Since no one

can deal with such obstacles at a speed sufficient to warrant surprise,

surprise attacks would no longer be feared by either side. This is even more

obvious when one considers the possibility of laying other obstacles of the

same type later, on short notice, in the rear, using modern delivery means to

block a breakthrough if it occurs. In this type of situation the mine has

become an instrument of peace. Unfortunately it is not the only possible use

of some modern mines.

The Soviets have more than 450,000 mines in their inventory, many of them

"modern," they also have great numbers of mine delivery systems. Some of them

(but with the Soviets "some" means "many") are able to deliver mines far away

in our rear areas. Using them at the beginning of an attack would create for

NATO a very difficult situation. All the movements necessary for the

deployment of Allied units would be highly disturbed or delayed! all the flow

of logistics would be upset by mines suddenly dispersed along the axes of

14



approach or lines of communications. The same mines would have a terrible

effect on troops but also on civilians and would suddenly create traffic and

psychological problems very difficult to solve. In the case of the Soviets,

their equipment could pass unimpaired in Soviet mined areas since electronics

allow mine sensors to recognize friends and foes as easily as .FF systems do

for airplanes and helicopters.

Of course, the Allies could do the same on the other side of the borders.

But the delivery means would not be available in sufficient numbers, even if

the stocks of mines were at the necessary levels.

o.- I'R jCT;4IL-L

Praiectl. 155 mm. Anti-talk. M7181A4741 (RAAMS) (US Army)

~~CANIS T"ER ,MIN ,(401

SUU- 131A dssen;WM
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Unluckily also, what is true about mines in a conventional attack, is

equally true in another type of conflict, the unconventional one, which occirs

more often. In that case, modern "intelligent" mines can be easily used with

incredible efficiency, not in minefields laid over wide areas for denial, or

to bar a breakthrough, but on axes (since they can stay off routes), and in

localities where they are as easy to hide, as impossible to find. (Let us

think of the situation in the Lebanese towns.) Mines can be the main weapons

of unconventional warfare. With them, movements can be impaired or forbidden

ovet an entire area for a brief period or for a long time. An intolerable

pressure can be put on a population by specially trained "opponents" using

mines: it can create a situation facilitating the overthrow of the legal

power, presented by propaganda as unable to solve the problem of the safety of

civilian populations in their own country, (conventional mines, not even

chemical or nuclear ones which exist or will soon exist in inventories, and

thus sooner or later will be in the hands of terrorists).

At Sea.

Now, what about employment of sea mines? A glimpse at a world map shows

that seas are linked by many straits.l A blockade of some of them would

bring a lot of trouble for many. It has already occurred. Let us remember

the problems posed by the blockade of the Suez Canal, or more recently the

threat represented by the war between Iran and Iraq, when one of the

belligerents could any day close the Strait of Hormuz, and where mine sweepers

and mine hunters are still at work, now that the war has come to an end. What

is true in the Middle East region is also true in Asia. The only convenient

passages between the Pacific and the Indian Ocean (which means between Far

East and Middle East) are named Malaca, Timor, Lombok, Selat, Bali.
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Other critical bottlenecks exist, including Panama and Gibraltar.2

With a minimum of modern sea mines, it would be easy to block those

straights of shallow waters, or to make them very dangerous to cross. Thanks

to modern devices their use could be denied to certain ships and not to

others. The military advantage of such an action would be great for the party

which should initiate it. The political gain could be very important, too,

under conditions of appropriate exploitation through the media (an art in

which the Soviets are very clever).

Let us not think about the threat that could pose some extremist group,

disposing of a few appropriate mines, procurred by supporting states, and

which could use them as a means of blackmail against free nations; let us

better consider other types of places where the use of modern mines would be

effective. There are three: the-"military" straits, the approaches of

harbors, and the continental plateau. The first are those denying to the

Soviets a free access to blue waters. They are situated in Europe (the

Bosphorus/Dardanelles, and the Skagerak/Kategat) but also in thr Far East

(Sakhalin, and La Perouse-Soya). The European ones are so important for NATO

that their defense has for long been prepared and is constantly improved.

They are under control of NATO and do not constitute a threat, at least for

US.

The Far Eastern bottlenecks are not as famous but they could be used for

the same purpose, giving to the free world a real advantage in case of crisis.

This time the advantage seems to be for Western democracies. But it is only a

"case," for none of them wants to use this possibility in order to initiate

hostilities. The Soviets, on the contrary, can very easily close the strait

of Bab el mandeb, since they are already well settled in its neighborhood

(bases or facilities of Dalak, Aden, Soccotra) or any other bottleneck
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important for Western lines of communications (Cuba, Nicaragua). It is not

sure they will always have the same scruples.

"The Soviet navy would probably lay clusters
of mines not only at the entrances to

Western ports, but in the entire North Sea,
the western approaches to the English

Channel and strategic choke pointsworldwide, such as the Florida Straits, using

more than a dozen types of mines."

Harbors, military or not, and their accesses are the most effective places

where mines could be laid. They are carefully watched and regularly swept,

even in peace time; but it would be very easy and fast to block them with

modern mines. It would give to the Soviets an important advantage at the very

beginning of a conflict. And the Soviets have the ability to do it.

Maybe NATO could do the same (just like the United States forces blocked

the harbor of Raiphong) but the means available are once more much too

insufficient. Is it necessary to remind the reader that NATO as well as most

of western countries absolutely need their harbors, the case being very

different for the WARSAW PACT?

Last but not least, the continental plateau,3 with its depths usually

less than 50 fathoms, offers the same possibilities. Western countries could

use it to complete the blockade of Soviet fleets, but they do not have at all

the capabilities which would be necessary. On the contrary, Soviet forces can

use it for preventing timely reinforcement of NATO or, and it is more

important, for denying to western fleets the possibility to operate close to

Europe, especially around the United Kingdom. They can, for they have the

means and likely would have the will if it was their interest.
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ENDNOTES

1. See Annex 8: Choke points.

2. Ibid.

3. See Annex 9: European continental plateau.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Mines are efficient weapons. They exist in great numbers in the

inventories of all the nations. They are more and more easy to use. There

exists a disequilibrium between East and West. Most of all, there is a

growing gap between the efficiency of mine systems and countermeasures. All

this represents a threat for Western countries, mainly at sea. It does not

mean that the situation is hopeless; it is possible to do something; but it is

urgent to do it. It is possible to work in two directions: deterrence and

efficiency of countermeasures.

Deterrence.

Deterrence is possible in the domain of mines as long as the risk of

retaliation is felt by a possible enemy as so important that it would be

imprudent or too costly for him to use his assets. In order to achieve this

goal, it is necessary to go on with the improvements which are possible thanks

to technology. This is the case in western countries.

They should prepare more specialized mines, more simple and robust

delivery systems, and lighter assets.

They should also go back to other types of mines such as the chemical and

the nuclear. (The Soviets have nuclear sea mines and used mustard ground

mines in Afghanistan). The first ones are not necessarily lethal, they can

have effects on engines, optics, or any sensible part of weapons systems. It

is possible.

The second must become as easy to use as "classical" or "modern" mines,

and look like them so as to enforce their psychological effect. That is also

possible. Only a few number of each must be built and fielded in order to

20
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insure deterrence. Their existence, known by the enemy, is in itself a

deterrence. And this deterrence would work as it worked with the gas during

World War Two.

Countermeasures.

Deterrence is not enough. It is efficient only with people who think and

act in a reasonable way. It is not a good insurance against fanatics,

desperados or fools. And there are many around the world. It is thus

necessary to prepare the countermeasures which would quickly match them if

they used mines.

A great effort must be done in research and development of efficient

countermeasures. Electronics is a possibility; other technologies must also

be tested. There are many unexplored domains to research and exploit. It

needs some times a certain amount of money, a few clever brains and a

political will. Western countries can afford all of that. It is the future.

Other possibilities exist. The first is that of building and fielding

more numerous countermeasure systems. Even if they are not as convenient as

they could and should be, they would represent a valuable insurance. They

would cost money. But it is urgent to realize that some less aircraft tanks

or surface combatants would make less difference in case of conflict or crisis

than more countermeasure systems, which are indispensable to the freedom of

movement of all the forces. This can be tomorrow.

Training.

The last way is that of a more intense and serious training of specialists

(and rank and file) in our forces. This needs no great amount of money, not

much time but certainly greater attention of the leaders. It demands most of
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all good information about the nature of the threat, then the will to match it

through training. It is as necessary as possible. It can begin today. Let

us take good insurances:

o FEAR MINE WARFARE,

o THINK ABOUT IT,

o GET PREPARED.
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Astrolite, liquid mine
United States ANEX 2

Dimensions Liquid Astrolite is a recent development, and very little infor-
Weight Not known mation has been released to date. However, it is under-
Charge HE stood that it is a liquid HE which can be sprayed from
Method of laying Pouring or spraying vehicles or aircraft, as well as being poured manually.
Actuation Remote or with pressure de- Astrolite soaks into the first few cms of soil and, as far as

vice is known, is entirely undetectable except, possibly, by

Effect No precise information avail- dogs. Initiation can be achieved remotely, or by a
able pressure-type detonator. Unlike conventional minefields

Safety Inoperative after 4 days in which eventually have to be cleared, Astrolite becomes
ground inoperative after 4 days in the ground.

Detection Not susceptible to any known
detector Not yet in service.

Manufacturer Explosives Corporation of
America

MIACAH F1 anti-tank mine
France
Dimensions Length 26.5 cm available to hand. The MIACAH FI is a rationalisation

Diameter 19 cm of the idea, and was adopted by the French Army in

Weight 12 kg 1968.
Body material Metal This mine consists of three basic assemblies-a
Charge 6.5 kg shaped HE pedestal-type mount equipped with lockable trunnion

Method of laying Manual brackets on to which the mine is attached, the mine
Actuation Remote or by breaking a trip- itself, which is composed of a spun-steel casing, with a

wire sight, containing the electronic fuse and explosive charge

Effect Penetrates 70 mm of armour and, lastly, the accessories which include the devices
plate at 30 m or 50 mu at required for setting up, sighting and triggering the mine,
80 m either, remotely or directly. The mine works by pro-

Safety Electrical jecting a copper-plated hexalite hollow charge capable of

Environment Pan climatic penetrating 70 mm of armour plate or more.

Detection Visual The mine is triggered by the actuation of the elec-
Packing Two mines in a special moulded tronic fuse which can be done in two ways. 60 m of trip-

container wire with a breaking strain of only 0.4 kg is connected to

Manufacturer Groupement Industriel des a cable. When this wire has been broken by a vehicle, an
Armements Terrestres electrical circuit is completed and the electronic fuse,

which is powered by four conventional torch batteries, is

The MIACAH F1 owes its existence to some on-the-spot actuated. The other method of triggering is by remote
improvisations during World War I1 when allied troops control. A control box with a 50 m separation cable is

made tank traps using rocket launchers. A loaded connected to the electronic fuse, and a soldier can trigger

launcher was fixed in a hidden position ascu the axis of the mine by pressing a button. In addition, the control

an enemy vehicle's advance and a line was attached to box can be used to check the mine, or to neutralise it, to

the firing mechanism. The operator then retired to a safe allow passage of friendly troops. When the mine is to be

distance and waited. By pulling the line at the right trip-triggered a special jump lead is provided for the

moment he could kill the tank at relatively little risk to same purpose.
himself. Some troops became quite adept and devised a
number of ingenious triggering devices from materials In service with the French forces.

MIACAH FI assembled (left) nd two mines pacved for transit (right)
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ANNEX 3

MODERN MINE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Trschnawu DAr scette'-drqPPjng mine system on use
slung Under Lynx helicoptr

JP233 full load release fromn Tornado GR I aircraft

,,oar-- U1548GA I Skorpion fiflte. with W4WS

Tunas, mi,--- V. fwgBrnnerw NWV W -w IU cardoard evewcie ie
(Mmhtry of oplan")
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ANNEX 5

MINE CLEARING SYSTEMS (LAND)

lace-Launche Unit, PuW~-Aff ExpkAw, bad an modifed FMC MUS4 tracked camer. launching rocket wim

A 'Brtish Centurion towing Giant Vipe_ iecerneeupet

. Above. Centurion tank
equipped mhpough for
minefield breaching (Y
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ANNEX 6

AMERICAN MINE WARFARE PROGRAMS

3342.441 There is also the DST I15A. which can be employed conversion of existing ordnance (bombs and to,-
AMERICAN MINE WARFARE PROGRAMMES with either aircraft or surface craft for use against pedoes) An exception is the Mk 65 mine whic ,s not a
The American mine warfare programme comprises surface targets. bomb conversion. It has a thinner case than
two main elements, mines and mine- CHARACTERISTICS the equivalent bomb and contains the effective
-countermeasures The application of mines in Type: Mk 36. aircraft laid bottom mine underwater PAX explosive It is 3.25 m long and 533
weapons against submarines and surface ships has Lngoi: 2.25 m mm in diameter The Mk 65 has now been deployed
the objective of denying access to and use of ports ODin r 400 mm with the US Navy and is being evaluated by the Italia*
and to provide offensive and defensive barriers The Weighlt: 240 kg (with fixed conical fin) 261 kg (with tail Navy.
current Stock of sea mines consists of the Mks 52. 55. retarding device)

56 and 57 types. Charge: 87 kg H-6Capfr
CHARACTERISTICS Max depr 91.4 m Captor is a deep anti-submarine mine iMi 60)
Type: Mk 52. aircraft laid bottom mine Actualon: Mods 0/3 magnetometer. Mods 4/5 intended for use in barriers against enemy strategic
Longer 2.25 m magnetic/seismic submarines. It can be emplaced by submarines.
0ljemeo. 844 mm surface ships and aircraft The kill mechanism
Welgf Mod 1. 542 kg: Mod 2, 567 kg; Mod 3. 572 kg; Type: Mk 40, aircraft laid bottom mine consists of a Mk 46 Mod 4 homing torpedo (222.441)
Mod 5. 570 kg' Mod 6. 563 kg Loger 2.86 m which is released by a fire control system contained
Chage: 270 kg HBX- I Oae m': 570 mm within the detection and control unit of the main
Max doer 45 7 m (Mod 2. 183 m) Weight 447 kg (with fixed conical fin) 481 kg (with tail Captor unit. Further details of Captor will be found in
Aeukgm: Mod 1 acoustic; Mod 2 magnetic; Mod 3 retarding device) 2141.441, above.
pressuremagnetc; Mod 5 acoustic/magnetic; Mod 6 Cf :ge: 204 kg H-6
pressure/acoustic/magnetic RiN doer 91.4 m SIMM

Aest Mods 03 magnetometer: Mod 4/5 The submarine-launcheC mobile mine (SLMM) Mk 67
Type: Mk 55. aircraft laid bottom mine magnetic/seismic is intended to provide the US fleet with a capability for
Lang6: 289 m planting mines in shallow water (to approximately 100
Olon 1 03 m Type. Mk 41_aircraft laid bottom mine m) by submarine, using a self-propelled mine to reach
Weight Mod 2. 580 kg; Mod 3. 9V2 kg; Mod 5. 992 kg; Langer 3.183 m waler inaccessible to other vehicles. It is also meant
Mod 6. 996 kg Mod 7. 995 kg olunae 630 mm for use in locations where covert mining would be
Chore: 576 kg HSX-1 WaoI0 Mods 0/3. 926 kg; Mods 4/5.921 kg particularly desirable from a tactictl standpoint it
Mas dope 457 m 'Mods 21?. 183 m) Chm'm H-6 measures 4.09 m long - 485 mm diameter and
Acaslt Mod 2 magnetic; Mod 3 pressure/ Amen: Mods 0/3. magnetometer: Mods 4/5. weighs 754 kg.
magnetic. Mod 5 acoustic/magnetic; Mod 6 pressure/ magnetic/seismic The Mk 67 SLMM consists essentially of a modified
acoustic/magnetic: Mod 7 dual channel magnetic Mk 37 torpedo (21118.441); alterations involved include

Type. t1 SA. aircraft laid surface mine some reworking of the Mk 37 torpedo bodies and
Type: Mk 56 Mod 0. aircraft laid moored mine Longer 045 m replacement of the torpedo warhead with the
Langer 3.5 m Oformeee 620 mm applicable mine components. Tooling and other plant

lameeeer 106 m WeIh: 61 kg facilftils were installed in fiscal year 1978 for
Weilh 1010 kg Chw. 24 kg HSX-3 production of Mk 67 sub-launched mobile mines in
Charge: 159 kg HOX-3 AeimAn: Magnetic/seismic 1979.
M= deper 366 m Procurement plans for the Mk 67 SLMM for 1987
Aadea: Total held. magnetic dual channel OulebebSoe was 273 but it appears that this has now been

The Ouickstrke bottom mine development pro- cancelled.
Type: Mk 57 Mod 0. submarine or ship laid moored gramme embraced a family ol mines using difforent
mine size cases but with common target de ion and MMt Cosmerumeaue
Longt 3 m classitication mechanisms. The four members of the In 1963 construction began of the first in a new class of
Olemel,' 510 mm Ouickatrike family are the Mks 62, 63.64 and 65. The mine countermeasures ships, the MCM.l Avenger
WeIgh 934 kg last of these (Mk 65 Mod 0) is in the 2000 lb (90 kg) Ships of this class are intended to match increasing
Charge: 154 kg MOX-3 class and is in full production by Aerojet Tech Soviet mine warfare capabilities and to enhance US
Mmx de: 350 m Systems in Sacramento. California. The Mix 64 will minesweeping facilities. Five of these ships have
Acu uem: total field, magnetic dual channel probably be the next to enter production and this also been authorised to 198 and two have been

is in the 2000 lb (900 kg) class. based on a Mk 84 2000 commissioned. it is planned to authorise the building
Also employed by the USN is a range of air lb bomb and measuring 3.8 m long arid 633 mm olnone moreshipsofthis class. A second new classof

deployed munitions based on modified genera diameter, mine countermeasure ship, the MSH- t will augment
purpose low drag bombs and which can be releaed Quickstrike mines are for shallow water deploy- the MCM class ships. The MSH-1 minehunters will be
without requiring a parachute. The modification ment (to approximately 100 m) ard targets will have to equipped with advanced combat systems similar to
involves the use of a Mk 75 Mod 0 Q*tuctor approach to within a few hundred ee for it to act. It those in the MCM-1 ships. but will be smaller and iess
Modificatlon Kit which can be added to 500 lb. 10W0 Ib will use existing Mik 60 series GP bomb cases as welt cootly. Congress authorised the lead ship of the class
and 200 lb Mk series bombs to form the Service sa new mine case Ouickstrilkl mines are deployed in 1964 To complete the 17-ship programme, the
Oestruclors (DST) Mike 36. 40 and 41. respectively, by aircraft. surface ships, or submarines. but five-year builing plan contains another 16 vessels
These are mostly intended for use in shallow watirs pnncipally from the former. More detlaid information is given in Jane s Fighting

such as estuaries eC. against typical coastal arget. This family of mines is based primarily on Ships.

30 Jane's Weapons Systems 1988-89
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ANNEX 8

BALANCE OF SEA MINE WARFARE ASSETS

I
WARSAW PACT I NATO

I
Mine Mine Mine
layers countermeasure layers

USSR 3 370 I 30 0 USA
Bulgaria 0 33 1 0 0 Canada
GDR 0 24 I 28 0 Belgium
Poland 0 30 I 55 2 FRG
Romania 2 38 I 29 0 France

I 14 2 Greece
I 22 0 Italy

1 24 0 NL
I 8 2 Norway
I 12 0 Spain
I 22 7 Turkey
1 42 0 UK

Total I
5 495 I 286 13

NB: Most Warsaw Pact ships have .a I Some NATO ships have a
minelaying capability. I minelaying capability.

ASoviet subs can carry up to 50 mines

2:! NB-The Figure of mine counter-

measure assets do not include
several dozens of non self-

- - propelled mine countermeasures

craft.

•4 mIh-i~rf P *several dosen non-self-propelled mine countermeasures c- -
l.f". _. --

-l "-. j - -d'

Towed mine countermeasures craft
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ANNEX 9-1

SOVIET LAND MINES

Type Structure Role Weight (kg) Dimensions (cm)* Charge Force (kg) Blast radius

Ya.\I-' %%,.,id .AT 7-7 17.15 - 18 -, %% - 8 ' 11 , (i " ki z i t)

'I -57 'Itc AT .3 ij.q d x 7. li 7 kiz 2u00 710
\IMN-4 i ,teel AT 8.7 it d x 74h 1 jkt: 18o

KiF-.2 rectal gas mustard, 15 18..- d -,8 1h 1 '0
()XlZ- metal .\P bounding 3 1 d x I.s I 7g 'I "Ii
Plo.Z-., metal xP frag, I od x 13. li 7514 0.5 1.3 Im

PI)M-0i riser bottom 475 to d x s Ih 28kg -

P.\lD-6 wood .AP -blast, 0.4 21 x x 6.5 h ().2kg 6-28
PL)M-2 - river bottom tooI + 4ol i5k. 4-- 50
"(aN1-Ito woiod AT 1.8 fu, I x 1.6 w x i9.6h iokg 130
T\1-B wood .\T 7.7 321 x 28w x 14 h .5-6.8kg 20o
TMK-2 metal .\T 1.5 jod x 35 h 6.5 kg HExT
PID.\I- [.\I river bottom 2,q too h jokq 40-:50
PI).h-2 river bottom oo + 14 oh 1kg 4o 50
T.l-i2P plastic AT (.5 j- d x t '.7 I 7. kz ,oi, 3(o
'.IB-t cardboard AT 7 27.4 d x 3..'h 3kg N10
PM)-7 w ood .AP blast, o.. 15l x t7.1w x 6.5h 7.5
P\IN plastic AP blast o. 5  tod x 5"lh .11 .4
PF.\1-1 plastic blast 1."74

surface

MON- 5o plastic claymore - kg
.ION.oo - directional 3.0 ,2 d 2kg I oom

I rag

.ION-,2oo directional 25.0 -2 d j 2 k.g iofm
. fragv

MON- 5oo - directional - m Iom
ifiragq

PGMDM plastic AT (rocket or ..4-2 6.54] x 30 h
air-delivered)

OTK-io plastic AP t5 d x ioh 0.25kg tom

All mines are normall, pressure-activated. hut can also he command or pull-activated. The gas mine normally uses mustard gas. Force
,hows the pressure in kiloqrammcs that must he exerted to detonate the mine. 0I = long,. w = widc. h = high. d = diameter. Other mines
iit lude l'M-72 plastic AT. PPM-2 plastic AP. PMP-7 plastic hounding AP.

Jane's Weapons Systems 1988-89
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ANNEX 9-2

SOVIET SEA 41INES
contact-mechanical or conlact-electrca The -mines COstalI defence barriers This also is sprierical witt'
come in three sizes small medium and large horns and sinker unit but has an explosive charge o

Soviet sea mines in current use tail into four major according to the explosive charge carried. The two about 120 kg The largest moored contact mine type-

categories moored, seabed. floating, and nuclar, smallest mines are designated YRMeM YaM The am Cylindrical with explosive charges in excess o .

and brief otes on each Category appear in the ormer hasman eaptosae charge of 3kg and is used in 200 kg. These mines are matched by large stocks ol
tollowing paragraphs It is estimated that some rivers and lakes: the tatter has an explosive Charge of an antenna mine variant for defensive ASW barriers
350.000 sea mines, mostly of the latest types, have 20 kg and is used in lakes and shallow coastal areas. and an acoustic Influence activated variant for use in

been Si.kpeled by the USS Both have the Conventional spfencAl shape with areas of strong tidal or current action The antenna
Defensive me irs The main Type isthe basic horns and small sinker units

. 
The medium-sized mine is believed to have a 30 m anienna above and

contact moored mine ta uses an inertia-type tiring moored contact mine is believed So be confined to the below the mine casing and the acoustic mine has a
mechanism which can either be galvano-contact. large stocks of the elderly MOS/I9 series used for 30 m target location distance All three types of
moored mine have apparently been exported to- Normillaying depth would o between 4 an rum. igited the very last upward speed will allow very

Soviet clientsures and the Warsaw Pact nations, although the larger AM-100 would e effective littletime for the target to evade the device fits launch

Oetalnve belomn imiaei: Ther are two basic types of against submarnes down to 200 m. It is assumed that has been detected. Nothing much is known about the
conventional ground influence mines used by the both types can be filted with ship counter units. UEP mine other than that it relies on the target 5
USSR the AMO-SO0 and AMD-1000 series. The anti-handlig devices and sel-tmed neutraliation electrical hetdtfor detection ft is the Presence of these
nm rW Ofers 10 their weight in kilograms he devices. Both type$ have been exported widely to three mines in the Soviet Navy inventory that has

AMD-1000 is reported to be the only one capale of Soviet client States and the Warsaw Pact countries prompted the RN to introduce the deep sweeping
layingpby submarine, whereas both the AMD-1000 and However the pressure Influence variants are likely to Capability into its MCMV forces to protect the UK s
AMO-500 can be laid by ship and aircraft. In the last be restricted to the Soviet Navy and Pact states that submarine bases

case the designation is reported by Middle Eastern are considered trustworthy. Nudeam iWW. The Soviet Union is believed to have a .

sources to Change to KMO-1000 ad KMD-500. Offenaiem esedAW mitne:Therearethree basic small stockpile of nuclear mines with yields varying
respectively The two series are produced in lour types. twoof-whichior delivlry by submarine, ship or between S and 20 kilotons for use against high value
variants. aircraft are classed as rising mines and the third surface units, and base targets, Laying of these mines

(I1 magnetic influence that relies on either the assessed or delivery by submarine or ship is known is almost certainly assigned to specially selected
intensity of the horizoital or verticaI component of as the underwater electrical potential (UEP) mine All SSKISSN unit.
the targets magnetic fid or the rate of change of three have their origins as strategic ASW barrier mine The primary Soviet offensive mineaying platform
the target s field types for Am in areas adlacent to NATO submarine is the 'Foxtrot. "Whiskey .-Tango and Kilo SSK force

121 acoustic influence using either or both low bases. The ring mines Canalso e expected to be because of their covert laying capability Offensive
frequency and high frequency noise generated by encountered on transit and choke point zones ASW and ground influence mines would be laid by •

the target frequented by NATO submarine and surface units, as these boats round European NATO bases and at
13) pressure influence in which the passage of the they have a secondary ani-ship capability. Of the two choke points. while overseas bases. SLOCs and deep .---

target over or near the mine causes a reduction in rising mine types one is designed for use on water choke points would be assigned to the SSN
pressure within the water column adacent to the the continental shelf (believed to have te NATO force Reactive minelaying and renewal of the Ields
mine code-name Cluster Bay) and the other is an improved once laid could be accomplished by the Soviet Naval

(4) combination influence in which two or all three of version for use on the deeper continental ledge Air Force with Badger A/G. Blinder A and Backfire B
the above influences are combined in a single region lbeltived to be code-named Cluster Gulf) Both aircraft. Defensive minelaying and selective offensive
sensor unit are thought to be tethered torpedo-shaped devices laying in areas contiguous to the Soviet homeland -.

For greatest selectivity in target and to maximise fted with a rocket propulsion unit and an active/ would be undertaken by the surlace fleet and the
sweeping difficulties the combination systems most passive acoustic sensor device. The target is initially maritime patrol aircraft
likely to De used are magnetic-pressure and acoustic- detected by the passive Component of the detection

pressure. although the presence of mines with all system and located by transmissions from the active
three influences would be logical for specialist targes part. If the target is confirmed as being within the
such as NATO MCMV forces vertical attack zone. the tether is cut and the rocket

fri Caea 9"m Minimum
Designt Twpe Mantiem Depth Deplh Exploesve LAYe spacing

iIlT( ) ikg)1m
M 0 Moored Contact 6.1 110 115 Ship 36
M 12 Moored Contact 6.1 147 115 Ship 305
M 16 Moored Contact 6.1 366 115 Ship 36
M 26 Moored Contact 6 1 139 240 Ship 55
M 31 Moored Contact 61 - 200 Ship -

MKS Moored Contact 9 1 272 230 Ship Al
MKB3 Moored Contact 91 272 200 Ship 35
MAG Moored Contact 79.3 457 230 Ship 35
AMAG Moored Contact 0.5 100 259 Aircraft 44
PLT Moored Contact 9 1 137 230 Submarine 80
PLT 3 Moored Contact 9.1 128 100 Submarine 305
A Moored Contact 1 35 10 Ship 15
R I Moored Contact 16 35 40 Ship 20
MY&M Moored Contact 2.7 51 20 Ship 20
MIRAe Bottom Influence 91 - 65 Ship 61
KRAB Moored Influence 18.3 272 230 Shi 41
MKO Bottom influence 54.9 - 784 Shipsub 137
AMD 500 Bottom Influence 244 - 300 Aircraft 69
AMD 1000 Bottom Influence 54.9 - 69 ShiWsub 137
Rising Mine Moored Acoustic 60.6 226 227 Submarine -

Sectionalised Moored Influence 48.7 - 227 Submarine -

SPM 2 Limpet - - - 31 Swimmer -

MZ 2S Moored Contact 34 46 1.3 Ship -
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ANNEX 10

*.chemical mines, which exist or will soon exist in inventories:

TABLE 7
CHARACTERISTICS OF MINES

M 14 W5M23 ANO

BLAST BLAST MI. I GALL0ON M49AI
ANTIF-ERSONNEL ANTIPERSONNEL CHEMICAL TRIP fLARE

M.INE MINE (ELSIE) LANOMINES

o erlL

I.4.ID O .. e 0s. IeS~.

IvuE .. Is I fy[ .- . It .2 Ish" Cleveriv54W5 49P1 ,i n * I'e

twoD G A Ime55 -1 1."ct. M o7

'at soe .. ow ~ ~ t dP
20 to A5W lk . I'voc d s'i iep gIs Pom. "I ".f4 m w I(tAl "70 lta

~~A d -o Va w 1 b ye.

duo. Ca in C.e Ii

'.WI 2. 1- t--I su

wit beynl1114 -

-ft.dsbIVI caS lengh of detoatin g
d~~p ,.- ..y,- card for ustode cg.4 55 k ,.. .. .
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ANNEX 11
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ANNEX 12
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